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EVS: LOGICAL THINKING: Read the blanks and select the correct answer from the option 
given below:  

[ help  nuclear joint  grandmother father ]                                                                                                       

1. My father’s mother is my __________________________. 

2. My mother’s husband is my __________________________. 

3. I live with my father, mother, brother, uncle, aunt and their children. My family is a 
__________________________ family. 

4. Raju lives with his parents only. He does not have any brother and sister. He has a 
__________________________ family. 

5. We should __________________________ each other in the family. 

[Time: 10 min              MI: Visual                              RBT: Understanding] 

 

MATHS: VISUAL AND DISCUSSION: Click on the link below and discuss the answer of the 
question given below: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61lZpLRnXUM 

Write True or False for each sentence. 

1. A circle has no sides or corners. 
2. Opposite sides of a rectangle is equal. 
3. All the four sides of square are not equal. 
 

[Time: 10 min              MI: Visual                              RBT: Understanding] 

 

ENGLISH:COMPREHENSION: Read the questions and answer the question in full 

sentence:  

                                 

1. Who is waiting for the child at home in the poem First Day At School? 

2. How did Haldi reach to her school? 

 

         [Cont…] 



 

3. Tick (√) at the correct answer.                                                                              

a) Haldi studies in the school about 

i. the birds 

ii. the toys 

iii. the stars 

iv. both (i) and (iii) 

b) The giraffe wore big glasses and held a ____ in his hands. 

i. a glass of water 

ii. a book 

iii. a flower 

iv. a bunch of leaves 

c) The child was wondering in the poem First Day At School because 

i. he was going after so many days. 

ii. his best friend was absent. 

iii. he was going on the first day of the school. 

iv. he was not well. 

[Time: 10 min           MI: Verbal         RBT: Understanding] 
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